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PwC recognised as a Vanguard Leader worldwide in Kennedy Information’s new
report on Forensics and Dispute Advisory Financial Consulting
PwC awarded Vanguard status by Kennedy in both categories covered by the
report - in the Kennedy Vanguard of Forensic Investigation Consulting
Providers - and in the Kennedy Vanguard of Dispute Analysis and Advisory
Providers
PwC is one of only two firms to have attained Vanguard Leader status in both
categories, confirming PwC's strong position as a worldwide leader in Forensics and
Dispute Advisory
PwC announced today that Kennedy, the leading consulting research and advisory firm, has rated PwC
as a market leader, with the broadest and deepest capabilities in the market in Forensics and Dispute
Advisory Financial Consulting. PwC has been rated as a Vanguard Leader in the two Vanguard
evaluations in the report - in Forensic Investigation and in Dispute Analysis and Advisory. PwC is one
of only two firms to have been rated as a Leader in both Vanguards where Kennedy evaluates the depth
and breadth of major consulting providers.
"This recognition by Kennedy confirms PwC's market leading capabilities in Forensics and Dispute
Advisory. PwC has a long history of helping public and private bodies to resolve some of the most
complex crisis situations, to establish the facts, quantify losses and support remediation efforts -", said
Juan Pujadas, Global Advisory Chairman.
This new report from Kennedy confirms PwC’s strong market position as a leading provider of
Forensic and Dispute Advisory Services worldwide.
Says PwC’s Andrew Gordon, Global Forensic Services Leader: “PwC takes great pride in being the first
choice for many corporations, organisations and governments around the world when they are facing
complex forensic investigations, or entering into difficult negotiations with third parties in a dispute
resolution context. We are heavily invested in making sure we have the deepest and broadest
capabilities worldwide, allowing us to respond rapidly where and when our expertise is needed,
helping our clients establish the facts and find resolution to these challenging situations”.

According to the report’s author, Matt Lyons “PwC is one of a handful of Forensic Investigator
providers capable of investigating financial crime or regulatory infractions in the world’s largest
corporations. There is no project that is too big for the practice..”
Source: Kennedy, “Forensics and Dispute Advisory Financial Consulting worldwide 2015”; - © ALM Media,
LLC; used with permission.

Notes
PwC helps organisations and individuals create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network
of firms in 157 countries with more than 195,000 people who are committed to delivering
quality in assurance, tax and advisory services. Find out more and tell us what matters to you
by visiting us at www.pwc.com.
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